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Abstract 

Large mutations in the APC (adenomatous polyposis coli) gene have been detected especially 
on familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP). The mutations may appear not only inside the gene, but 
also at the microsatellite loci level. Therefore, we have developed two independent methods for the 
detection of mutations encompassing one or more exons, on patients with sporadic colorectal cancer, 
on APC or at the microsatellite loci of the same gene. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe 
amplification (MLPA), as a second method, is performed in one reaction for the initial quantification 
of all APC exon copy numbers. 

In the current study, genomic DNA from 27 patients diagnosed with colorectal cancer was 
examined for mutations in the APC gene using microsatellite analysis and MLPA techniques 
(Multiplex Ligation – dependent Probe Amplification). 

At the four microsatellites loci designated on chromosome 5 we found LOH/ MSI in 12/ 27 
cases (44.44%) and 6/ 12 cases have AI on D5S421 loci. These results are correlated with our 
previous immunohistochemical studies (data not show). 

In the case of the MLPA analysis only half of them (18.5%) have alterations such as deletion. 
The difference between the AI and MLPA analyses, which underlines the mutational mechanism of 
the APC gene, is still difficult to explain. These results underline the sporadic character of colorectal 
cancer in Romania and the clinical data also sustains them. 
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Introduction 
 

The large mutation in the APC (adenomatous polyposis coli) gene located on 
chromosome 5q21 has been detected especially in Familial Adenomatous Polyposis syndrome 
(FAP) [6, 16]. The tumor suppressor gene – APC has 15 exons and its 8.5 kb cDNA encodes 
2843 amino acids. Exon 15, which comprises more than 75% of the coding sequence of the 
gene, is the most common target for both germline and somatic mutations [28]. Most of the 
mutations are small deletions or insertions, and about 95% of these lead to truncation of the 
APC protein with abnormal function [8]. Deletions at the codons 1061 
(c.3183_3187delACAAA) and 1309 (c.3927_3931delAAAGA) are found to be the most 
frequent germline mutations, the latter being responsible for a severe clinical phenotype [3, 
15]. 

Mutations may appear not only inside the APC gene, but also at the microsatellite loci. 
At this level, mutations may be of different types: deletions which can be termed loss of 
heterozygosity (LOH) or microsatellite instability (MSI). MSI are caused by a defective 
mismatch repair (MMR) system as a consequence of errors that occur during DNA replication 
[21, 24, 27]. The loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on tumor suppressor genes is considered one 
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of the key steps towards carcinogenesis of colorectal cancer [9]. The loss of one allele at a 
specific locus is caused by a deletion mutation or loss of a chromosome from a chromosome 
pair [13]. When this occurs on a tumor suppressor gene with an abnormal allele, neoplastic 
transformation occurs. LOH analysis has become an effective way to find informative loci 
candidate tumor suppressor genes [1, 5, 10]. 

Therefore, we have developed two independent methods for the detection of mutations 
on patients with sporadic colorectal cancer compared with familial adenomatous polyposis. 
The first was the microsatellite analysis of the APC gene. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe 
amplification (MLPA), as a second method, is performed in one reaction for the initial 
quantification of all APC exon copy numbers. 
 
Materials and methods 

Patients 
Patients confirmed by oncologist with colorectal cancer were provided by Clinical 

Hospital “Sfantul Ioan” in Bucharest. In the current study, based on molecular analysis of the 
APC gene, we have examined 27 unrelated patients who include both familial and sporadic 
cases. All patients gave their consent before the blood and tissues were taken. 

Of the 27 patients, 26 are sporadic cases, whereas the remaining individual, while 
having no family history, had undergone colectomy due to the presence of more than 100 
intestinal polyps. 

DNA isolation 
Genomic DNA was isolated from venous blood (as a control) harvested on EDTA 

anticoagulant and tumor tissue from the same patient. DNA preparation was performed using 
the Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

Microsatellite study 
Four fluorescence labelled primers with FAM, HEX, TET, for polymorphic 

microsatellite markers on chromosome 5 were used to amplify DNA from normal and tumor 
tissues for LOH and MSI analysis. These microsatellite markers are found in the 
neighbourhood of the APC gene: D5S82, D5S489, and D5S656; while D5S421 is localized on 
the coding region of the gene. In order to analyze the polymorphic microsatellite markers, a 
PCR reaction was carried out for 10 ng DNA from normal and tumor tissue. The marker-
specific fluorescent amplification PCR products were separated on an ABI PRISM™ 310 
Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Fragment analysis was performed using 
GeneMapper ID v3.1. 

Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification (MLPA) 
The whole APC gene was also investigated for large genomic rearrangements by MLPA 

using the same samples and also the 3 samples of genomic DNA isolated from blood 
belonging to a healthy patient (as a control for this case). The MLPA reaction was performed 
according to the instructions of the manufacturer (Salsa P043 kit; commercially available at 
MRC-Holland, http://www.mrc-holland.com, Amsterdam, NL). The Salsa P043 kit contains 
probes for each coding exon of APC, three probes for the APC promoter region and 11 probes 
for other human genes located on different chromosomes. Briefly, 100 ng genomic DNA was 
used as starting material. After hybridization, ligation and amplification, the FAM-labelled 
PCR products of MLPA reactions were separated on an ABI PRISM™ 310 Genetic Analyzer 
(Applied Biosystems). Fragment analysis was performed using GeneMapper ID v3.1. Data 
analyses of sample DNA were done by exporting size and peak areas to an Excel file. By 
using Coffalyzer programme for normalization, relative probe signals were calculated by 
dividing each measured peak area by the sum of all peak areas of the sample. The ratio of 
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each individual relative probe area was then normalized to the mean obtained with three 
control samples. 

 
Results and discussion 
 

During tumorigenesis, the loss of wild-type alleles (inherited from the non-mutation-
carrying parents) is frequently observed. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on tumor suppressor 
genes played a key role in colorectal cancer transformation, and LOH analysis of sporadic 
colorectal cancers could help discover unknown tumor suppressor genes or other 
microsatellite markers associated with tumor suppressor genes [6, 10]. In this study, LOH 
scanning was analyzed by GeneMapper ID v3.1 software in 26 sporadic colorectal cancer 
samples and one with FAP with four polymorphic markers. The ratio of the fluorescence 
intensity of alleles was studied to identify additional loci involved in colorectal tumorigenesis. 

Alleles were defined as the two highest peaks within the expected size range. A ratio of 
T1:T2/ N1:N2 less than 0.67 or greater than 1.50 was scored as a loss of heterozygosity, 
indicating that one allele had decreased with 40% or more (Figure 2). Most amplifications of 
normal DNA producing the two PCR products indicated preserve heterozygosity. A single 
fragment amplified from normal DNA (homozygote) and fragments not clearly amplified 
from PCR reactions were scored as not informative. The LOH frequency of a locus was equal 
to the ratio of the number between allelic loss and informative cases [19 - 21, 28]. 

At the microsatellite loci designated on chromosome 5 we found LOH/ MSI in 12 of the 
27 cases (44.44%) and 6 of these 12 cases have AI on D5S421 loci (Table 1). These results 
emphasize the significance of these markers, especially of D5S421 involved in the neoplastic 
process of colorectal cancer. Thus, we hypothesized that the higher LOH frequency of 
D5S421 might be the reason why the LOH frequency appears on the coding region of the 
APC gene. Also, our previous data from immunohistochemical studies (data not show), are 
correlated with microsatellite analysis. Also, in one case (patient no. 6, D5S421 locus) we 
cannot make an assessment referring to MSI, because we have not the sample control for this 
patient (Table 1). 

MSI in adenomas appears to be a relatively specific pointer for HNPCC. As MSI is 
very rare in sporadic adenomas, screening such lesions routinely for MSI may not be a high 
priority. However, MSI analysis in adenomas is likely to be useful in the cases where clinical 
features or family history suggest a hereditary predisposition [7, 14, 17]. 

All 27 patients included in the first round and the subsequent 3 controls were then 
submitted to MLPA analysis. Deletion was suspected when the peak area was reduced with 
more than 40% to 50% compared with normal controls [15]. 

The samples of all unrelated patients were directly analyzed by MLPA and no positive cases 
were found in the blood DNA samples, with the exception of one patient diagnosed with FAP. 
This patient showed two deletions, in blood and in the tumor, in the promoter 2 region and 
mutation at codon 1309, although the individual did not show microsatellite loci alteration (Figure 
1). These results are in accordance with those obtained by Lamlum [11], according to which, 
occasionally, in certain tumors in patients with germline mutations at the level of codon 1309, 
either the MCR locus or the 3’ and 5’ region of APC gene, do not associate with the allelic loss at 
the level of adenomas. This same fact is observed in the case of patient 19 (P19) whose deletion, 
detected through MLPA at the E12 - E15 level, a region also including the MCR situ, is not 
supported by an allelic loss in any of the other microsatellite markers assayed. Although in this 
case no germline mutations are identified, we could extrapolate the same reasons as Lamlum [11], 
starting from the premise that APC is often cited as the first tumor suppressor gene affected both 
by familial and sporadic tumours [18]. 
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Table 1 Comparative result of microsatellites and gene analysis in APC region 
(LOH – loss of heterozygosity; MSI – microsatellite instability; (++) – heterozygote; (+) – homozygote; 

nd-non-detected). 
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Figure 1. The genetic profile of patient 9 by MLPA method. a) Chromatogram profile of normal DNA control; b) Chromatogram profile of blood DNA sample; c) 
Chromatogram profile of DNA tissue sample (polyp); d) Normalization for blood sample by Coffalyzer programme; e) Normalization for tissue sample by Coffalyzer 

programme. 
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Typical peak of LOH for P23 on D5S421:  
Allele ratio = (T1/T2)/ (N1/N2) = (460/1058)/ (2056/1199) = 0.25< 0.67 

 
Typical peak of LOH for P23 on D5S656:  
Allele ratio = (T1/T2)/ (N1/N2) = (1202/207)/ (1299/1094) = 5> 1.5 

 
Typical peak of MSI for P23 on D5S82: 
Allele ratio = (T1/T2)/ (N1/N2) = (1202/207)/ (1299/1094) = 5> 1.5 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2. Comparison between microsatellites alteration and the MLPA method for the APC gene on patient 23 
a-b microsatellites alteration on D5S421 locus – (a) from blood sample and (b) from tissue sample (middle region of tumor); c-d microsatellites alteration on D5S656 locus – 
(c) from blood sample and (d) from tissue sample (middle region of tumor); e-f microsatellites alteration on D5S82 locus – (e) from blood sample and (f) from tissue sample 

(middle region of tumor); g-h Chromatogram profile of normal DNA control – (g) compare with DNA from tumor sample (h) 
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In the case of patient 18 we encountered the loss of heterozygosity in the D5S489 
locus as well as a partial deletion of the region between E12 – E15, detected through MLPA. 
In the cases of patients P23, and P 1m, a similar mutational profile presents itself as a result of 
both analysis techniques, as opposed to patient 29 in whose case the deletions detected 
through the MLPA technique are identical with those of the other patients, but the loss of 
heterozygosity (LOH) is present only for the D5S489 microsatellite marker. These results are 
also conformant with those present in the literature according to which no less than one 
mutation at the level of the MCR situ, also associated with allelic loss, may be found in some 
of the sporadic adenomas as well as in some of the familial ones [11, 22]. 

Overall, while fully supported by the data extant in the literature in the field, 
sustaining the involvement of APC in the DNA repair process or in maintaining the integrity 
of the genome, these results do not explain the low rate of allelic loss in the adenomas with 
germline mutations beyond codon 1300, regarded as a “second target” in the case of most 
Mendelian segregation tumors. On the other hand, there is no knowledge referring to the 
homology or interaction of any protein involved in the repair of the DNA or in maintaining 
genomic integrity with the APC gene region, associated with allelic loss; however it is widely 
deemed that this gene region is important from a structural viewpoint in the degrading and 
stabilization of β-catenine [2, 12]. 

Other studies have shown that allelic loss is the most widely known „second target” in 
patients with mutations at the level of codon 1309, which shows that spontaneous mutations 
lead to allelic loss during deletions, chromosome non-disjunctions and mitotic recombinations 
[11]. 

Various mechanisms have been proposed for explaining the origin of most genomic 
alterations including unequal crossing-over through mediated recombinations of homologous 
retrotransposons and random replications [4]. Thus, modifications at the level of the Alu 
sequence lead to recombinations that seem to be the most frequent cause of large deletions at 
the level of the APC gene as well as in other tumor suppressor genes [25]. Complex 
alterations, of the deletion type, at the level of exons 12 – 14 also constitute a result of 
inadequate splicing, as described by Su [24], and they are also supposed to be mediated by the 
Alu sequence. However, the complexity of chromosome rearrangements is difficult to explain 
in terms that would emphasize the mutational mechanisms since, to a great extent, they are 
only enunciated in a hypothetical manner [4]. 

Our results show the sporadic character of colorectal cancer in Romania and the 
clinical data also sustain that diet is one of the major causes of colorectal cancer. 

Taking into account as a whole, all these results show that only 44.44% of patients 
have AI/ LOH at microsatellite loci and, for approximately half of them (18.5% from total no 
of patients), we observed an association with MLPA. The difference of percentage, 
confirming the mutational mechanism of the APC gene, is still difficult to explain as a 
consequence of chromosomal rearrangements complexity. These results underline the 
sporadic character of colorectal cancer in Romania and the clinical data also sustain them. 
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